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The frame turns also: Factors in
differential rotation in pictures

THOMAS O. HALLORAN
University of Maryland, Asian Division, Seoul, Korea

When pictures of simple shapes (square, diamond) were seen frontally and obliquely, (1) the
shapes with a deeper extent into pictured space underwent more rotation (Goldstein, 1979), which
is an apparent turning to keep an orientation toward an observer's changing position; (2) there
was little effect of whether the observer knew the picture surface's orientation in real space, ex
cept that such knowledge could prevent multistability; and (3) depicted picture frames also ro
tated. In other experiments, figural and frame rotations were independent of each other, and
rotation was shown for real frames. The rotation of depthless depictions suggests that at least
two rotational factors exist, one that involves the object's virtual depth and one that does not.
The nature of this second factor is discussed. Frame rotation appeared to subtract from object
rotation when the two were being compared; this could explain a paradox in picture perception:
Depicted orientations often seem little changed over viewpoints, despite (apparent) rotations with
respect to real-space coordinates.

Pictures exhibitvery different visual properties than real
objects do, when an observer moves around them. Yet
the picture's resemblance to the object is usually about
as satisfactory from one viewpoint as from another, within
a relatively large range of viewing positions (Cutting,
1987; Pirenne, 1970), and the paradox is not well un
derstood.

Some recent research has centered on object rotation.
This can be described in terms of constant aspect (Gold
stein, 1979; Gombrich, 1978): From wherever we look
at a picture, we see the same side, the same portion, of
a depicted object; we cannot see its other side by moving
around it. This, as we move around, makes pictured things
appear to rotate toward us. Portraits follow us with their
eyes, as their real subjects would have to do for the same
visual effect. But some depictions rotate more thanothers,
for unclear reasons. Any pictured thing that points directly
toward us will continue to do so at any viewpoint. Things
pointing slantwise or off to the side, though, do not ro
tate as strongly; some seem to more or less keep their
orientation relative to the wall on which the picture is
hanging, rather than relative to us passing by. Goldstein
demonstrated this variable turning, and called it differen
tial rotation.

(The word rotation, whenever applied herein to the de
piction or its surface or frame, refers to a phenomenal
turning or repositioning, not to an actual one or to any
image manipulation.)

Cutting (1988), Goldstein (1979, 1987), and Halloran
(1989) have shown that the amount of rotation probably
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depends on information within the depictive array itself.
But these authors have also suggested, each in a distinct
way, that some relation between the picture and its sur
face or frame may be involved in the final perception.
At least two kinds of this relation are possible: Either
(1) knowledge of the picture surface directly influences
a depicted object's perceived direction from the observer,
or (2) the influence is indirect, in that knowing the sur
face's location does not determine the object's apparent
direction in the observer's space, but does help decide
what orientation has originally been depicted. Evidence
against (1) and for (2) will be given.

If rotation does occur regardless of surface knowledge,
there must be particular information in the picture itself
to cause the entire rotation, and this information is dif
ferential over pictures. Differential information exists in
the depicted object's depth into virtual space (the appar
ent space behind the picture), in proportion to its virtual
width. This proportion seems plausibly simple, relative
to perceptual processes its use might imply, and previous
data suggest that objects that either have a proportionately
greater virtual depth, or more strongly direct attention to
virtual depth, rotate more (Goldstein, 1979, 1987; Hal
loran, 1989). The idea resembles an older one. Gombrich
(1978, p. 158) says that full rotation arises from "a sense
of depth combined with an unforeshortened portion of an
object that appears to lie quite close to the frontal plane."

Objects that are practically depthless also rotate a little
(Goldstein, 1979). This suggests that, if depth causes ro
tations, some other factor also can, at least sometimes.

The picture's boundary or frame might also rotate, just
as Thouless's (1931) geometric figures did. If so, this
could tend to preserve, over viewpoints, the depicted re
lation between object and picture-plane orientations. This
in turn might produce' 'compensation for viewpoint," the
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apparent ability to interpret pictures as if they were be
ing seen frontally (Kubovy, 1986).

The concerns, then, are whether the perceptual source
of object rotation is or is not wholly within the object's
depiction per se; whether there might be both depth
dependent and depth-independent factors in this rotation
(and what they might be); whether the frame rotates too
and why; and what that might have to do with a resultant
perception of object orientation.

EXPERIMENT.

This experiment explored the relation between frame
and picture, and the properties of each, as these might
affect object differential rotation.

To the extent that depth or constant aspect might cause
rotation, it does not depend on the picture surface. And
evidence suggests that the observer may not need to lo
cate the picture's surface to see its rotation (Cutting, 1988;
Halloran, 1989). It follows that rotation should persist
when relevant picture-surface cues are entirely absent.
Such cues were removed, first by making redepictions
that, seen frontally, appeared as the originals would when
seen from aside, and then by removing the (roughly trap
ezoidal) projection of the original border/frame from the
redepiction.

In additional as-if-aside redepictions, the frames' trape
zoidal depictions remained present. The apparent orien
tation of these "frames" was specifically observed. A
frame should undergo Thouless's (1931) "regression to
the real," by which he meant a consistent tendency for
such shapes, seen aslant, to appear as if they were more
nearly frontal to their observer than they really are.
This is rotation, and if frames rotate, that should affect
the picture perceptions to which the surface orientation
is relevant, since the frame can indicate surface orienta
tion (Halloran, 1989).

If depicted depth, versus depicted width, determined
rotation, it could happen in this way: Viewed from the
station point (in correct perspectives, this is the picture
taking/making viewpoint), an object's width is across the
surface of the picture; depth is orthogonal to that. When
the line of sight is aslant to the picture, however, these
dimensions are no longer orthogonal. Width is still tied
to the surface direction. For example, lines across an ob
ject's width, which were depicted as more or less horizon
tally parallel, will now be less so; the object visibly tapers
across its width-and so does the frame, whether that
matters-all toward the same vanishing point. This situ
ation specifies geometrically (whether perceptually) a
common direction which is at a slant, not an orthogonal,
to the observer. For depth, however, the reverse is true.
Depth recedes from the observer, at any viewpoint, rather
than from the picture, partly because its gradients (tapers)
are vertical, and hardly change their vanishing point when
seen from aside. (Views from above or below the picture
are not considered here.) Because the specifiers of depth
and width so easily become nonorthogonal, rotation could
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depend on which has the greater depicted extent. A deep
extent into virtual space could call atention to distance spe
cifically from the observer's momentary viewpoint; the
object would rotate a lot. To the contrary, a wide object,
with its plenteous clues that the object was not being de
picted in a plane normal to viewpoint, ought to rotate less.
(The general fact that the geometries of nonstandard vir
tual space can be nonrectilinear is discussed in Cutting
[1987, 1988] and in Halloran [1989].)

In sum, this experiment tested two values of depth/width
ratio of a depicted object, and the presence versus the ab
sence of framing, for their effects on object rotation. In
addition, judgments were made of the perceived orienta
tion of the frame under simulated sidewise viewing. As
possible confounds, the effects of object-edge orientation,
and the presence or absence of a perspective background
for the stimulus figures, which might link those figures
more firmly to the frame, were examined.

Method
Subjects. The 7 subjects were 3 United States Air Force com

missioned officers (2 of whom were aircrew members), 1 noncom
missioned officer, a manufacturing supervisor, a retired teacher,
and the experimenter. The 4 military personnel and the supervisor
were students in a University of Southern California extramural
graduate program in systems management. Ages ranged from 24
to 67 years; 2 subjects were female. All subjects reported normal
or corrected vision.

Apparatus and Procedure. The stimulus figure was always a
perspective depiction of a 10.2 x 10.2 em black square, drawn
to appear either as a square or as a diamond (see Figure 1). In the
virtual space being depicted, the square's front and back edges were
horizontal parallels to the picture plane; the diamond figure was
formed from the square by rotating it (in virtual space) 45° in its
own plane about its own center, so that comers, rather than sides,
were nearmost andfarmost from the station point. (There wasalways
a difference in virtual depth between "front" and "back" edges.)

The figure was drawn to appear either horiiontal (flat) in virtual
space, or else to be inclined upward from front to back-that is,

Figure 1. The four original pictures used in Experiment 1. They
are, from left to right and then top to bottom, the flat square, flat
diamond, pitched square, and pitched diamond. They were separately
presented; each was viewedboth frontally and from 60° to the right.
The figures were solid black, and the background hatchlines were
umnerged, in the pictures as presented.
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Figure 2. The four fnmeless stimulus pictures in Experiment 1:
From left to right and !ben top to bottom, they are the redepicted
flat sqUlJl't, mlepicted pitched sqUlJl't, redepicted flat diamond, and
redepicted pitched diamond. Each depicts an original Experiment 1
figure, as seen from 60° rightward. They were presented individu
ally; their horizon lines each exteDd beyond where tile original frame,
in trapezoidal projection, would have cut them off.

from near to far-at 60° to the virtual horizontal, on an implicit
horizontal "hinge" at the figure's front, which hinge axis was nor
mal to an original observer at the station point. (The hinge for both
diamond and square was at the position in virtual space of the
square's front edge, so that the center of either figure, when tipped
up or when horizontal, would be at the same virtual-space posi
tion.) In this tipped, or pitched, position, the square's or diamond's
depth into depicted space was effectively decreased to half the depth
it had when it was horizontal.

Initially, four pictures were made, comprising views of the square
and of the diamond. each in the horizontal and in the pitched-up
condition. These will be called the original pictures in this experi
ment. and are shown in Figure I. Each picture had a rectangular
border, within which there was a depiction of ground (to be de
scribed) extending toward the horizon. The hinge point at the fig
ure's front, described above, was 61 em into virtual space from
the station point, and centered 10.2 ern beneath the principal ray
(which is a perpendicular from the station point to the picture). The
picture plane was 45.7 ern from the station point. (Thus, the de
piction approached 75% of the figure's real full size. This choice
of viewpoint produced clearly visible linear-perspective gradients
at a moderate viewing distance, while the method of stimulus con
struction made it possible to know thedepiction geometry precisely.)
The original pictures, then, were of a flatsquare, a pitched square,
a flat diamond, and a pitched diamond.

In each picture, a horizon line extended from border to border.
A 1.5-mm black, rectangular border, 15.2 emhigh x 22.9 em wide,
was horizontally centered on thesquare or diamond, with the horizon
3.8 em below the border's top edge. A ground plane, 12.7 cm be
low the line of sight in virtual space. was represented by line seg
ments that were selected from a pattern of parallels to the horizon,
the parallels being 2.54 em apart in the ground plane.

Four other pictures were also made. These had no frame, and
no background except a horizon line. They were "second-order"
reprojections of the flat and pitched squares and diamonds, as if
these were seen from the side viewpoint that was actually being
used with the original pictures. In each of these reprojections, as
is shown in Figure 2, the horizon line Was extended beyond what
would have been the projection of the frame, to a length of23 cm,
to prevent horizon length from becoming an unintended Cue to the
original picture-plane's orientation. These pictures will be referred
to as redepicted flat square, redepicted pitched square, redepicted
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flat diamond. and redepicted pitched diamond, to distinguish them
from the original pictures.

Four more reprojections were created and presented. They were
two views each of the flat square and flat diamond, as if seen from
aside. For each figure, there was a picture with both a redepicted
frame and redepicted ground lines, and one with the frame (and
horizon) only. These pictures had two potential purposes: (I) In
case there was no rotation without figural context, they could show
whether it was the absence of the frame or of the background that
made the difference. (2) Judgments of frame orientation could be
made. as well as estimates of whether that orientation was indepen
dent of intradepiction (background) contextual cues. Together, these
four pictures will be referred to as ancillary stimuli, and individu
ally they are named redepicted flat square plus frame (Figure 6,
left), redepicted flat square plus frame plus ground (Figure 3),
redepicted flat diamond plus frame, or redepicted flat diamond plus
frame plus ground, as appropriate. (There were no ancillary pitched
figures, out of consideration for the subjects' endurance.)

All pictures were ink-jet computer printouts on white bond paper,
edge-mounted to white canvasboard, 22.9 em high x 30.5 cm wide.

The 4 original pictures were each shown twice per subject, once
to the side viewing position and once frontally. The 8 "as if aside"
redepictions were shown once per subject, frontally. This made a
total of 12 pictures displayed in 16 presentations per subject.

The pictures were mounted above a table, in a diffusely well-lit
room. One subject at a time was carefully positioned at the table
and Was restored to this position as was necessary while the pic
tures were presented in succession, but was not restrained. When
the subjects saw the original four pictures frontally, it was from
45.7 em, the distance of a canonical view-that is, a view from
the station point. All other viewing was from a distance of91.4 ern
to the center of the drawn horizon. This distance was chosen to
agree with the affine transform of the original station point to a
position 60° rightward, which was used to redepict the eight "as
if from aside" pictures. (This change in viewing distance with view
point is also the change one would experience in walking along a
wall on which a picture was hung.) The four original pictures, when
shown from aside, were seen from 60° to the right of a frontal view.
The pictures' heights were adjusted for each subject, to put the
horizon approximately at eye level. The picture plane was always
vertical. Figure 3 shows how the original flat square would have
appeared to a subject from aside, and how its redepiction would
have appeared frontally.

As each picture was presented, the subject was asked to judge
the horizontal direction in which the black figure appeared to be
headed, from the subject's viewing position, and to adjust a head
ing indicator accordingly. The subjects were told to judge on the
basis of the figure as a whole, not just selected features of it, and
to consider the heading with reference to its deviation from their
line of sight to the center of the picture.

Two distinctly different indicating devices were alternatively pro
vided, each when appropriate. For depictions of the horizontal
square or diamond, the indicator itself was also flat, on the surface
of the table. A 10.2 x 10.2 em black square was fixed centrally
on the surface of a IS-cm-diameter disk. The disk pivoted within
the circumference of a larger, 2S-cm-diameter white disk to which
it was mounted. Beginning at the diameter of the smaller disk, light
pencil lines extended about 4 mm outward on the surface of the
larger disk, for use in recording the judged angles. The purpose
of such an indicator was to avoid any explicit verbal reference by
the experimenter to the figures as being square or diamond shaped,
which reference might suggest some response strategy regarding
edges versus comers as orientational markers. The subjects were
instead told that the picture was of a horizontal, equal-sided figure
"just like the one on the disk" on the table in front of them.

For the four ancillary flat-figure redepictions, which included a
trapezoidal picture of the frame, a 29--emauxiliary pointer extended



Figure 3. The redepicted flat square plus frame plus ground, Ex
periment 1. It replicates the array from an original picture, the flat
square, when that picture was seen from 60° to the right of a fron
tal view.

from beneath the indicating disk and was independently pivoted from
the same center. The subjects were instructed to represent the orien
tation of the black figure by rotating the disk that had such a figure
displayed on it, and to align the auxiliary pointer in the direction
of the plane of the depicted frame, making both judgments with
respect to their own line of sight.

In the pitched-figure presentations also, a full-sized black
square/diamond was pivoted to indicate headings. But the indica
tor's square was in these cases inclined 60° to the horizontal, on
a 1O.2-cm-taIlvertical post, and was rotated within its plane by the
experimenter at the start of a presentation, to appear either as a
square or as a diamond (i.e., with either an edge or a corner down
most), for pitched-square or pitched-diamond pictures, respectively.
The indicator's figure was thus rigged to have the same orientation
in real space that the picture's figure had in canonical virtual space.
The vertical post was rigidly attached to a horizontal pointer, which
pivoted within the edge of the larger (25-cm) white disk described
above. The subjects were told that the inclined figure accurately
represented what was drawn, and that they were to report rotation
of the depiction's horizontal heading-that is, its orientation about
a vertical axis rather than an inclined one.

Figure 4 shows the indicators for both flat and pitched figures.
For all pictures, the larger disk was placed flat on the table, so that
its center was 15 em in front of the subject's eye position, and
was approximately 50 em below it, depending on the subject's sit
ting height.

Four subjects saw the redepictions before seeing the original pic
tures from aside; 3 saw the reverse. Following all other presenta
tions, the four original pictures were shown frontally. (Care was
taken that subjects not see the pictures frontally before making all
other judgments.) Within this pattern of presentations, picture order
was randomized.
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Results
When the four original pictures were seen from aside,

it is clear that differential rotation occurred; the horizontal
figures rotated almost completely, and over twice as much
as did the inclined ones, which instead were seen to be
veering away toward the right. (See Figure 5.) Observed
headings of squares did not differ appreciably from those
of diamonds of the same inclination. A 2 (depths) X 2
(shapes) x 7 (subjects) repeated measures analysis of vari
ance (ANOV A) showed significant effects of a change in
virtual depth [F(I,6) = 80.91, p < .001], but not for
shape (square vs. diamond) [F(l,6) < 1] nor for any
interaction between shape and depicted depth [F(l,27)
< 1]. The means in Figure 5 are amounts of counter
clockwise (CCW) rotation (as if seen from above) from
a heading perpendicular to the picture surface, which
is the heading canonically depicted for all the objects.
Throughout the study, full rotation to a real or simulated
side view is 60° CCW.

When the original pictures were in fact seen frontally,
the figures were always (correctly) judged to be headed
perpendicularly into the picture-that is, at 0° rotation
in each case. These frontal judgments are not represented
in Figure 5.

Mean rotations expressed for the as-if-aside redepic
tions have the same meaning as for the original pictures,
except that the picture's original position, which is the
reference for rotations, was depicted instead of actual.

The frameless redepictions (Figure 2) rotated much as
had their framed counterparts, except the frameless rede
picted pitched diamond. The frame1ess squares exhibited
nearly the same differential in rotation between flat and
inclined ones as their array-equivalent squares in the side
viewed framed originals had. (See Figure 5.) A 2 (depths)
x 2 (frames) x 7 (subjects) repeated measures ANOVA
showed a significant effect of depth [F(1,6) = 36.16, p <
.001], but not of the frame's presence versus its absence
[F(l,6) = 2.04, p > .10], nor was there any interac
tion of the frame's presence/absence with depicted depth
[F(l,27) < 1].

The results from frameless redepictions of diamonds are
lessclear, however, becauseof an anomaly in the redepicted
pitched diamond; evidently, it was perceived as multista
ble (Attneave, 1971). (The redepictedflat diamondwas not;

~
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heading indicator, flat figures

heading indicator, p~ched figures

Figure 4. Left to right, the indicators for flat-figure and for
pitched-figure heading judgments in Experiment 1.
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Depicted attitude of square or diamond

Figure S. Selected mean judged beadings of depicted figures in
Experiment 1. The Judgments of original-picture figures, seen from
60° aside, are compared with judgments of the frameless second
oreler redepictions of the squares. Seen frontally, the redepicted
squares matched the array projectiom of the original-picturesquares
to the 60° rightward viewpoint. The beadings are expressed as
amounts of rotation counterclockwise from a perpendicular through
the picture plane in its depicted position. Standard errors of the head
ing meaDS were these: For original-picture judgments, they were,
for the flat square, 3.3°; flat diamond, 1.8°; pitched square, 5.4°;
and pitched diamond, 4.9°. For judgments of fnunek'SS redepic:tiom,
they were, for the flat square, 1.8°; flat diamond, 3.2"; and pitched
square, 6.1 0. The redepicted pitched diamond data are omitted be
cause that rJgUre was multistable (Attneave, 1971).

tations were, respectively, 2.6°, 3.1°,4.3°, and 3.6°.
Despite the seeming decrement in rotation for the horizon
tal square without ground lines (which is unexplained), a
2 (shapes) x 2 (backgrounds) x 7 (subjects) repeated mea
sures ANOYA showed no significant effect of square versus
diamond shape [F(l,6) = 5. 19, P > .05] or of whether
the background was present or absent[F(I,6) = 1.26, P >
.10], nor was there any interaction of shape with the back
ground's presence/absence [F(1,27) = 1.28, p > .10). The
effect on rotation, of having background lines that might
visually link the figure with its frame, is minimal or nonex
istent, then, in comparison with the strong effect of depicted
figural orientation that is evident in other parts of this ex
periment.

The depicted frames rotated also, by a consistent amount
that was less than that for the figures. Frame rotation
is expressed as CCW rotation from the plane depicted for
it to the plane in which it was judged to lie, as indicated
with the pointer. Mean frame rotations, in the order that
the pictures were listed in the previous paragraph, were
35.9°,35.5°,33.4°, and 36.8°; standard errors of these
means were 4.6° , 2.5°, 4.40, and 2.0° , respectively. These
frame rotations were distinctly different from the figure
rotations in the same pictures. A 2 (features: figure or
frame) x 4 (pictures) x 7 (subjects) repeated measures
ANOYA showed a difference between figure and frame
rotation [F(l,6) = 25.55, P < .005], but no significant
difference in rotational characteristics from picture to pic
ture [F(3,18) = 3.06, p > .05], nor was there any inter
action of figure-versus-frame difference, from picture to
picture [F(3,55) < 1].
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it exhibited nearly the same rotation as did the redepicted
flat square and as the two original-picture horizontal fig
ures.) It is apparent in Figure 2 that leftward and rightward
orientations for this figure might readily alternate, and 3
subjects reported that they did. These subjects and 1 other,
however, saw CCW rotations as usual. The 3 remaining
subjects did not report reversals, but judged the pitched di
amonds to be headed left (that is, to rotate clockwise [CW]),
instead of right (CCW) as depicted and as all subjects saw
for the same geometric array when framed, and in all other
real or simulated side viewing, of framed or unframed pic
tures. If the direction of rotation were ignored, and only
its absolute amount were considered, the mean rotation of
the redepicted pitched diamond could be reported as 26.6°,
an amount indistinguishable from mean rotations for the
other pitched figures. However, the result for this picture
is sufficiently inconclusive that it is omitted from the means
for pitched figures that are given in Figure 5.

The four ancillary redepictions, all with horizontal fig
ures and all framed, rotated strongly as expected. Their
mean rotations were as follows: redepictedflat square plus
frame plus ground, 55.2°; redepicted flat diamond plus
frame plus ground, 57.0°; redepictedflat squareplus frame
(no ground), 46.9°; redepicted flat diamond plus frame
(no ground), 56.6°. The standard errors of these mean ro-

Discussion
Horizontal figures invariably rotated much farther than

did the pitched ones, except that the multistable frameless
pitched diamond was unmeasurable in this regard. Thus
a depicted object's virtual depth, or something here indistin
guishable from that depth, would seem to encourage ob
ject rotation.

The alignment of the object's contour in virtual space,
to form a square or a diamond, did not seem to affect ro
tation, except that of the multistable redepicted pitched
diamond. If edge orientation does not influence object
rotation, that might suggest that the object's particular
shape does not matter either, except as that would bear on
its depth proportion in virtual space. It seems to have been
something about their different proportion in length, for
example, that caused rods and disks of the same axial orien
tation to rotate differently in Goldstein (1979). When their
axes were nearly parallel with the picture surface, that was
also the direction of the rod's extent, but the disk's largest
dimension was in depth, which should have made it rotate
more, as it did.

Whatever the real, fundamental cause of rotation, it
almost certainly exists in the depiction of the object itself,
with no necessary dependence on picture-plane or fram
ing cues, since a robust rotation occurred in their absence.
This means that, whatever the role of the perspective taper
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EXPERIMENT 2

Figure 6. The stimulus pictures of Experiment 2, presented fron
tally. Left to right, they are the redepicted flat square plus frame
and the redepicted pitched square plus frame. They each represent
the figure and frame of an original picture from Experiment 1, as
those features would appear when seen from 60° to the right. The
flat-square picture Oeft) was also an anciUary picture in Ex
periment 1.

I• a

Although object rotation does not depend on contex
tual information about the picture surface's location or
about the object's scenic placement, it is clear from the
multistable redepicted pitched diamond that contextual
cues can sometimes help define the depicted object's gen
eral direction and can in that way contribute to an in
formed rotational judgment.

The redepicted frames (around ancillary figures) ro
tated, and by amounts roughly comparable with some
depicted figures in other pictures in the experiment. The
remainder ofthis study is largely focused on whether and
how this frame rotation could affect picture perception.
Two immediate questions arise: Though objects rotate in
dependently of their frames, is the reverse also true? Also,
do real frames rotate, not just depicted ones?

In order to demonstrate whether frame rotation is in
dependent of object rotation within it, as-if-from-aside
reprojections were used, as in Experiment 1. Here, they
were framed versionsof both the horizontal and the pitched
squares (Figure 6). The squares in the two pictures have
been shown to rotate quite differently from each other,
in Experiment 1; if the frame rotation is independent of
this difference, the frames of the two pictures should ro
tate alike.

Method
Subjects. These were 7 female and 4 male students of the Uni

versity of Maryland, Asian Division, who were taking undergraduate
courses at Yongsan Army Post, Seoul, Korea. Six of these were
members of a class in social psychology being taught by the author;
4 others were members of the University of Maryland's Yongsan
administrative staff, as well as being students. Ages ranged from
17 to 61 years; their median age was 24 years, All reported nor
mal or corrected vision. None had participated in the previous
experiment.

of horizontals across a picture toward a side vanishing
point, in specifying the orientation in space of directions
widthwise across the picture, that role does not depend on
specifying a common direction of such objects with the
frame. It does not mean, however, that when information
for such commonality does exist, it cannot be additionally
effective, especially for those "depthless" objects lying
along the picture plane. This issue will be taken up in
Experiments 4 and 5.

It is difficult to separate putative rotational factors
within a depiction itself, and object depth was imperfectly
isolated. The problem is partly that a single depictive
element-a contour, perhaps, or a dimension-may con
tribute to several different (and sometimes disparate) geo
metric indicators of the depicted object's orientation that
are present (Halloran, 1989). It therefore is not certain that
virtual depth was the operative rotational factor here. A
conspicuous confound is depicted object height, which
varied inversely with depth in these pictures. It could have
been the pitched figures' taller heights that caused them
to rotate less: Figural slimness, produced by compres
sive reduction in figural width, to the oblique viewpoint,
specifies a heading that is angled aside from the line of
sight. That reduction in width may have been more evi
dent and salient in the taller, pitched figures, even though
its amount was exactly the same as in the horizontal fig
ures. But the case for object height as a generally impor
tant factor in rotation is doubtful. Goldstein (1979, 1987)
repeatedly demonstrated rotational differentials among
object depictions that did not differ in height at all. Fur
thermore, when Ellis, Smith, and McGreevy (1987) spe
cifically investigated the rotationsof depictions of pointers
oftwo heights (flat and inclined pointers), there was vir
tually no effect of pointer height (the inclined pointer was
taller) when the pointers were depicted at 60° or, com
parable to the case of squares and diamonds here, per
pendicular (90°) to the picture plane. (They did, however,
find that the greater height had less rotation when the
pointers were depicted in headings parallel to the picture
plane or at 30° to it. To the extent that this interaction
of height with depicted orientation is generalizable to the
present case, it would suggest that height was not a fac
tor in the present square/diamond experiments.)

Goldstein (1987) studied differential rotations in pic
tures showing different directions of gaze, and discussed
these as instances of rotation that did not materially in
volve object depth. It is true that the iris of a human eye
has almost no depth in virtual space. But surely the gaze
has the implied depth, in Gombrich's (1978) meaning,
of all the distance from its origin to its object. This dis
tance is indefinite when its object is neither depicted nor
otherwise known (it is known, for example, when it is
the observer), but it is not small. Goldstein's results, in
fact, correspond fairly well with a depth/width-ratio in
terpretation. Gaze rotates more when it is straight out of
the picture and its virtual width is zero, than when it is
sidewise with large implied width.
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Apparatus and Procedure. Two original pictures from Experi
ment I, the flat square and the pitched square, were reprojected
to be, respectively, a redepicted flat square plus frame and a
redepicted pitched square plus frame, in the manner described in
Experiment I. This is the array equivalent of seeing the original
picture squares and their frames from 60° rightward of the station
point, and from a 91.4-em distance. Viewing conditions and pro
cedure were the same as for redepictions in Experiment I, except
for the configuration of the pointer/indicator used to specify angu
lar judgments. In light of a reviewer's concern that the pointer of
Experiment I, because it resembled the figure being judged, might
in some way affect the subjects' judgments, a simpler indicator was
used. This was a flat, 29-em pointer that would pivot about its center
on a flat circular base. The base was placed in the same position
as in Experiment I. (This indicator was identical with the one in
Experiment 4 in Halloran [I989J, except that the previous version
employed two concentric 29-cm pointers.) A full-size cardboard
replica of the square, in the appropriate (horizontal or pitched) po
sition, was shown to subjects before, but not during, each picture
presentation.

For each picture, the subjects indicated two directions, relative
to their line of sight to the picture: the horizontal direction (head
ing) toward which the square appeared to extend in depth, and then
the horizontal angle at which the frame seemed to be placed. (If
the judgment order had been reversed, some subjects might have
referenced their object orientations to the picture surface, instead
of to the sightline, and confused the results. Experiments 4 and 5
consider this issue.) Picture order was counterbalanced.

Results
Mean rotationof the flat square was 55.5°; of the pitched

square, 27.1 0. The mean rotations of their frames, respec
tively, were 25.5° and 29.6°. In the same order, stan
dard errors of these four means were, squares, 2.0° and
4.6°; frames, 2.9° and 3.5°. Here, as in Experiment 1,
mean rotations are expressed as amounts of CCW rota
tion from a heading perpendicular to the surface which
is being simulated in the redepiction. As expected, the
flat square rotated much more than did the pitched one
[F(I,lO) = 41.76, P < .001]. The two mean frame ro
tations did not differ from each other or from the mean
rotation of the pitched square [F(2,20) < 1]. The mean
frame rotations were each nonzero: for the flat-square
frame, one-tail t(lO) = 8.73, p < .0005; for the pitched
square frame, one-tail t(10) = 8.53, p < .0005.

Discussion
The frame rotates by the same amount regardless of its

depiction's rotation, which seems to establish their in
dependence in this respect. This does not necessarily mean
that frames of all shapes will rotate alike. It also does not
guarantee that a real frame will rotate. The real frame
has extent in real depth, not virtual depth, and it does not
quite have constant aspect, though a border may have that,
and many frames nearly do. Experiment 3 will examine
a frame with real depth.

EXPERIMENT 3

Perhaps depicted frames only rotate because this is
something that pictured things do. A real frame might not,
since there is more information present with which to 10-

cate it precisely-for example, in the angles of the pic
ture's wall with the floor and ceiling, a visible edge,
shadows, shading, and sheen.

Method
Subjects. There were 23 subjects. Twenty-one, including 10en

listed soldiers in the United States Army. were undergraduate stu
dents attending the University of Maryland, Asian Division, at
Yongsan (Seoul), Korea; of these, 12 were enrolled in an introduc
tory psychology course, and 9 were in a research methods course,
at the time. There was also I member of the University of
Maryland's local administrative staff, and I Lecturer in English
for the University. Of the total, 12 were male. Ages ranged from
17 years to 52 years; the median age was 22 years. All subjects
reported normal or corrected vision. None had participated in the
previous experiments.

Apparatus and Procedure. The stimulus picture was a 14.0 x
22.1 cm printed monochrome reproduction of Winslow Homer's
The Fog Warning, mounted flush to a medium brown, 20.8 x
29.8 cm framing surface. The surface had a clearly visible, 0.5-em
thick outer edge. There was no appreciable gloss in either the pic
ture or the framing surface. The picture represented a rowboat at
sea. In depicted space, the boat was headed approximately 22° left
ward of a straightaway orientation from an observer of the picture,
according to a projective reconstruction of the pictured space, de
scribed in Halloran (1989; see especially Figures 4 and 6 therein).
The subjects, one at a time, sat at a standard office desk directly
before the picture, which was shown in two ways, obliquely and
frontally. The oblique picture was placed to be seen from a 60°_
rightward viewpoint, as done previously for side viewing; the view
ing distance was 81.5 em along the line of sight to the center of
the picture. The distance to the frontal picture was 40.7 em. In both
cases, the picture was vertical, mounted on a platform above the
desk-surface level, to place the horizon approximately at eye height
for all subjects. The picture, other apparatus, viewing angle, and
viewing distance were virtually the same as those in Halloran (1989,
Experiment 4), except in three respects: The picture size and viewing
distance here were reduced by 3% (in each dimension) to take ad
vantage of a superior reproduction that was available, the frame
was brown, and the subjects saw the picture frontally as well as
from aside. The pointer was that from Experiment 2, positioned
as before.

At each orientation of the picture, the subjects used the pointer
to express their judgments of the horizontal angle, or heading, of
the rowboat with respect to their own line of sight toward it, and
then to judge the horizontal direction of the picture's border, also
with respect to the line of sight. Order of picture orientation was
counterbalanced.

Results
Frame rotation is reported as the amount by which the

frame seemed more nearly frontal to the line of sight than
it really was. Mean rotation of the oblique frame was
13.5° CCW, with a standard error of3.0°. This rotation
was significantlynonzero [t(22) = 4.55, P < .0005,one
tail], and definite CCW rotation was seen by all but 3 sub
jects. All subjects judged the frontally presented frame
to be exactly frontal.

Boat orientation with respect to the line of sight did not
appreciably differ between oblique and frontal viewing
[F(1,22) = 1.67, p > .10]. Mean judged boat headings
(not rotations) were 21.7° leftward of straightaway when
viewing was oblique, and were 24.1 ° leftward of straight
away when the picture was seen frontally. Standard er-



rors of these means were 1.92 0 and 2.67 0
, respectively.

At both viewpoints, all subjects saw the boat to be head
ing leftward.

Discussion
This real frame rotated with viewpoint, despite the pres

ence of shading and shadow, and despite the fact that sur
face intersections beneath the frame might have revealed
its veridical location with some accuracy. Not enough is
known about the causes of rotations, however, to make
it certain that these other factors do conflict perceptually
with the frame's observed rotation.

The boat-heading judgments from both positions com
pare favorably with the 220 leftward heading that Homer
seems to have depicted (Halloran, 1989). Projective com
pression (Goldstein, 1987) might have reduced the amount
by which the obliquely viewed rowboat seemed to head left
of the line of sight, but there was little or no such effect.

Nonetheless, the obliquely judged boat had virtually
full rotation toward the viewer. This result is what one
could expect if the array itself, and no other factors,
determined the perception of orientation in pictures (Cut
ting, 1988; Halloran, 1989). (Despite compression, an
array-determined boat must appear to head leftward.)

But the objects and their frames both rotate. It follows
that when subjects are asked (in effect) to subtract the
frame rotation, by judging object orientation from the pic
ture plane, the rotation that is seen and reported should
be substantially less than full. That in fact is the consis
tent result in Halloran (1989, Experiment 3), where the
boat's rotation from its picture plane tended to be judged
as approximately 50% of full, versus virtually 100% in
Experiment 6 of that study, and also in the present ex
periment, with rotation measured in both latter cases sim
ply as a turning toward the subject. (The rotations in both
studies have been observed with arrays that were geomet
rically identical, although absolute scale and distance of
the picture, and chromaticity, have differed.) Nonethe
less, it should be shown directly that object and frame
rotations can be subtracted.

EXPERIMENT 4

This and the following experiment have had two pur
poses: to show directly that frame rotation sometimes af
fects judgments of object orientation, depending on what
kind of judgment is being made, and to examine some
properties of a class of pictures in which the objects are
"depthless"; that is, they appear to lie in or parallel with
the picture plane. (Real objects have some thickness and
therefore cannot be truly depthless. Nonetheless, the depth
component of their orientation in virtual space can be zero,
and it often is.)

Indirect evidence discussed in Experiment 3 suggests
that frame rotation can reduce a depiction's rotation rel
ative to its surface. A strong prediction from this would
be that object rotation (to the line of sight) minus frame
rotation (to the line of sight) equals object rotation (to the
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apparent picture surface). To test this, subjects in Exper
iment 4 judged rotations of both a depicted object and its
frame, separately. Then the different subjects in Experi
ment 5 judged the "difference," the amount by which
the object rotated from its framed surface.

Depthless objects ought not to rotate at all, if a strict
depth/width ratio is the sole factor. Yet a measureable,
perhaps residual, rotation seems to remain, even for
pictures with hardly any depth (Goldstein, 1979). This
suggests that an additional factor in object rotation is ef
fective regardless of depth. The depiction's length along
the picture surface is a candidate factor. (Whether that
extent would commonly be called a length or a width
might depend on the depicted orientation. In a canonical
view, it has the same size as virtual width; otherwise, it
may not.) As explained in Experiment 1, when an object
extends flatly across the picture, that orientational align
ment with the surface is apt to be specified in the object's
projection, in perspective gradients. For this reason, and/or
because such depictions do not rotate much in compari
son with others, Goldstein (1979, 1987) and Halloran
(1989) have suggested that an object's extent parallel with
the picture plane might actively prevent its rotation, in
some way. If so, two things follow: (1) The effect of hor
izontal flatwise extent per se will be maximal with depth
less depictions (which proportionately have the greatest
flat extent), and (2) the amount of that flat extent might
be differentially effective (whether because of greater
length of perspective gradient, relative proximity to the
picture's edge for visual reference, or something else).
Therefore, five different lengths of depthless object were
investigated.

Ifobject and frame rotations are truly independent, depth
lessness in the object should not affect frame rotation, even
though depthlessness is at one limit of orientation, pro
vided only that depthless objects exhibit rotation. Objects
rotate with or without visible frames (Experiment 1), and,
conversely, large differences in object rotation do not af
fect frame rotation (Experiment 2); therefore, the two
seem to be independent. Even if a depiction's rotation
were found to be affected by its relative extent from border
to border, there is no particular effect of this on frame
rotations, that could be predicted. But it will be seen
whether there is any substantial dependence of rotation
on surface extent, to be worried about at all in this regard.

Method
Subjects. These were 8 students in an extramural graduate pro

gram in systems management that was jointly offerred by the Uni
versity of Denver and the University of Southern California. Five
were United States Navy commissioned officers, of whom 2 were
aircraft pilots. The 3 civilians were an engineer and 2 systems
analysts. Ages ranged from 28 to 40 years; 4 subjects were female.
All subjects had normal or corrected vision. None had participated
in any of the previous experiments.

Apparatus and Procedure. The stimuli were pictures of double
pointed arrows of five lengths: 7.6, 11.4, 15.2, 19.1, and 22.9 em,
drawn with black lines on a white surface, and centered horizon
tally within a 1.5-mm-thick black border that enclosed a surface
17.5 em high x 25.1 cm wide, and was in turn centered on the
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lWerall picture SUTflce, which was 22.9 cm high x 30.5 cm wide.
(See Figure 7.)

One at a time, the subjects sat at a table to view the pictures.
These were in front of the subject and perpendicular to the table
on a platform above it; platform height was adjusted to place the
arrow approximately at eye height for each subject. The picture
plane was always 30° from the line of sight, so as to be seen
from 60° to the right of a frontal view. The viewing distance was
76 ern to the picture's center. The pictures were presented in ran
dom order. The subjects were asked to judge the horizontal direc
tion of the arrow and also of the picture itself. The directions were
to be judged relative to the line of sight through the center of the
picture. The judgments were indicated with a pair of 29-em pointers
ofdifferent colors that pivoted about a common center on the large
disk used in Experiment I, which was set on the table as in that
experiment.

(The pictures were not viewed frontally, for practical reasons.
Though it might have been desirable to do, none of the heading
judgment comparisons made here and in the next experiment in
volved or required frontal-viewing data. In any case, the frontal
appearance of these pictures [Figure 7] does not seem doubtful.)

Results
For both the arrow and the picture frame itself, judged

orientations are expressed as CCW rotations from the real
orientation of the picture surface, which in this case was
coincident with the plane of (the arrow's) depiction. Mean
arrow rotation was 33.4°; mean frame rotation was 20.6°.

There was no apparent effect of arrow length on rota
tion. A 2 (rotations: arrow or frame) X 5 (lengths of
arrow) x 8 (subjects) repeated measures ANDVA showed
a difference between arrow rotation and frame rotation
[F(I,7) = 22.78, P < .005], but no significant difference
among arrow lengths [F(4,28) < I] nor any interaction
of the difference between frame and arrow rotations with
arrow length [F(4,79) < 1].

As in Experiment 3, the frame rotation was clearly non
zero [1(7) = 10.45, p < .0005, one-tail]. The mean ro
tations of arrow and frame at each arrow length are shown
in Figure 8.

Discussion
The object rotations in this experiment did not require

any depicted depth, and were unrelated to picture-surface
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Figure 7. The 15.2-em arrow picture in Experiments 4 and 5.

Figure 8. Means of the judged directions of the arrows and of the
picture in Experiment 4, and of the arrow in Experiment 5. The
directions are expressed as amounts of counterclockwise rotation
from the angle at which the picture was actually presented. In Ex
periment 5, a pointer was preset to indicate to subjects that the pic
ture surface was actually located in the position designated here as
0° rotation. A full rotation to the observer's frontal plane would
have been 60° counterclockwise.

knowledge in any known way. It would appear that ob
ject depth is not required for the weakest rotations, but
is required to produce stronger ones, as of the horizontal
figures in Experiments 1 and 2. Whether there is some min
imum depth that would act rotationally as no depth at all
is unknown. Either there are at least two rotational fac
tors, one linked with depth and one not, or else there
is a single complex one. Whether regular distortion in
the perception of visual extents (Higashiyama, 1992)
might be a depth-free factor, and/or whether constant as
pect could be a complex one, will be topics in the Gen
eral Discussion.

It did not matter how far the arrow stretched across the
picture. While some unspecified kind of interdependence
might still exist, rotation of depthless figures does not
depend on their extent, neither absolutely nor as a pro
portion of picture width, in any way measurable here.
This was expected, since figure and frame rotations are
generally independent (Experiment 2), but it counters
speculation (Goldstein, 1979, 1987; Halloran, 1989) that
flatwise extent interacts with surface knowledge. The
speculation had at least two bases: Ifan object's distance
and length are known, its relative surface extent does
trigonometrically specify its orientation; maximum extent
specifies a length parallel to the surface. Alternatively,
by a looser calculus, an extent that fills the frame might
be seen as more probably coplanar than shorter lengths
would be. But no effect of length was found that would
need to be explained in either way.

Arrows turned farther than frames, even though the ar
rows should have had a minimum amount of object rota-



tion (Goldstein, 1979). It seems unlikely, then, that frame
rotation will often, if ever, exceed that of the depiction
within. It is not necessarily true, however, that all depic
tions will rotate more than any frames. In Experiment I,
the redepicted frames rotated farther (mean of four frames,
35.40) than did the original-picture pitched-up figures
(mean of two figures, 25.T"),

EXPERIMENT 5

Using the same pictures as in Experiment 4, subjects
specifically judged the arrows' rotations in relation to the
picture plane. If surface information (including that in the
frame) can be used to make such comparison, these judg
ments should reflect the difference between independent
judgments of arrow rotation and of frame rotation that
were made in Experiment 4.

Method
Subjects. These were 8 students in the previously mentioned Uni

versity of Denver/University of Southern California graduate pro
gram in systems management, who had not participated in any other
of these experiments. Four were United States Navy commissioned
officers, of whom 3 were aircraft pilots. The civilian subjects were
2 engineers and 2 managers. Their ages were from 24 to 47 years.
All subjects were male, and had normal or corrected vision.

Apparatus and Procedure. The apparatus was the same as in
Experiment 4. The procedure was also the same as in that experi
ment, except that one pointer was preset and a different instruction
was given. Before presentations, the experimenter positioned one
of the pointers in a direction 30° counterclockwise to a subject's
line of sight through the center of the picture, and the subject was
told, as was the case, that this was the position in real space of
the picture surface. The subjects were each asked to judge, with
the remaining, unset pointer, the horizontal direction of the arrow
with reference to the picture surface.

Results
Judged orientations are expressed as in Experiment 4.

Overall mean arrow rotation was 19.9°. This rotation was
nonzero [t(7) = 4.69,p < .005, one-tail]. As in Exper
iment 4, arrow length did not affect rotation [F(4,28) < I].
The mean rotations at each arrow length are shown in
Figure 8.

When the mean of each subject's five judgments of ar
row rotation (one for each length) were compared between
Experiments 4 and 5, the rotations in this experiment were
less than those judged independently of the frame in Ex
periment 4 [F(I,14) = 7.17, P < .025].

Discussion
Object rotation is evidently greater when judged directly

as a turning toward the observer in Experiment 4 than when
it is judged and expressed here as an amount of turning from
the picture plane. The same kind of difference also seems
to exist when data in this study are compared with certain
results in Halloran (1989), as mentioned. Each instance of
difference can be explained roughly as a subtractive effect
of frame rotation, although the fit with the equation, ob
ject rotation (to the observer) minus frame rotation equals
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object rotation from the frame, is inexact. (See Figure 8.)
Further work should be done to quantify this effect.

Considering the present result together with Experi
ment I, it seems clear that surface knowledge only af
fects object rotation when the surface is explicitly or
implicitly an object-rotational coordinate.

Arrow length had no differential effect on rotation. This
reinforces the identical finding in Experiment 4 and the
argument against any directly acting, residual effect of
surface awareness on depthless-figure rotation.

The prepositioned pointer was' set at the veridical loca
.tion of the picture plane, which, it is known from Experi
ments 3 and 4, is not the plane at which the picture would
be seen. This way of preindicating the picture surface was
intended to be conservative, in that if subjects disregarded
the instruction, and considered only the arrow's apparent
direction in space (relative to themselves, as was proper
for them to do in Experiment 4), that should have increased
the amount of arrow rotation expressed here, and there
fore reduced the difference in arrow rotation found between
Experiments 4 and 5.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

This work confirms the theory that picture perception is
array-determined, which has been proposed in various
forms (Cutting, 1988; Gogel, 1990; Halloran, 1989). Fur
ther, it explains a controversy regarding surface awareness:
With respect to orienting things in pictures, it seems that
the main value of knowing the surface's location is to be
able to relate the perceived surface slant to the perceived
object slant. The object slant itself, with respect to the ob
server's space, ordinarily remains unchanged by the sur
face knowledge, contrary to previous supposition and/or
speculation in Cutting (1988), Goldstein (1979, 1987,
1988), Halloran (1989), Kubovy (1986), Perkins (1973),
Pirenne (1970), and Rosinski and Farber (1980).

A four-point summary of the findings may be given:
I. A depicted object's apparent orientation in real space,

with reference to the observer, depends on characteristics
of its own projective array.

Whether it always is the case, rotation here was differ
entially related to depicted virtual depth; deeper objects ro
tated more. However, even depthless objects rotated a dis
tinct amount, so it seems likely that factors both related and
unrelated to depth are involved. (Given the array-directed
nature of the peception, it is more probable that virtual depth
from the viewpoint of the moment, rather than the depth
canonically depicted, determined the rotations. But momen
tary depth could not have been specified, because of mul
tiple cues [Halloran, 1989].)

2. Ordinarily, knowledge of the depicted object's sur
face has little or no direct effect on the apparent orienta
tion that the object will have. If the object is multistable,
however, and probably in other instances in which the per
spective information that it yields is impoverished, the abil
ity to locate the picture surface may help orient the object
and stabilize it.
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3. The frame also rotates; that is, it is seen at less of a
slant to the observer than it really has (Experiments 3 and
4) or than is depicted for it (Experiments I and 2).

4. Object rotation and frame rotation are essentially
independent of each other, if these are understood as
amounts of turning toward an observer's position. How
ever, it is often the difference between the two rotations
that matters, for example, when one is trying to decide the
particular view that the artist or photographer had of the
scene represented. (This is the question of what the pic
ture really is like, rather than of where things in it seem
to be going at the moment.) In the cases in which the rota
tions of object and frame are both attended to, they seem
to subtract from each other. The difference between them
may be small, in the case of side views or other depic
tions which do not rotate fully.

This subtractive effect of the frame rotation tends to
stabilize the surface-to-depiction orientation over view
points, and in that way doubtless contributes to the gen
eral impression that things in pictures do not visibly dis
tort much as the observer moves around (Cutting, 1987;
Kubovy, 1986; Pirenne, 1970; Rosinski & Farber, 1980).
However, the corrective effect of the frame has nothing
to do with differential rotation, which needs explaining
in regard to this "unseen" distortion: If parts of a scene
rotate farther than other parts, that ought to warp the scene
being viewed. Yet scene-layout stability and differential
rotation are commonly found in the same picture (Gold
stein, 1979, 1987). Perhaps the departures from scene ri
gidity remain unnoticeably small (Cutting, 1987) because
all parts of a depiction rotate together, even though some
tum more than others (Goldstein, 1979). The warpage thus
might be subthreshold or fall below some cognitive cri
terion for empirical relevance, as Busey, Brady, and Cut
ting (1990) suggest.

The conclusions of Busey et al. (1990) are only par
tially in agreement with what has been found here. They
used pictures of faces, some of which had been slanted
and then reprojected to remove valid surface information,
and trapezoidal projections of frames which sometimes
did not match the faces' projected slant. They did not find
frame slant effective in the deciding of how much distor
tion was in the pictures. This would have beeen expected
in the results here, if knowedge of the face's true orien
tation would aid in the evaluation of its distortion, since
frame slant does not influence absolute orientation of the
picture. However, Busey et al. also found that subjects
could not match face slant with frame slant, and from this
they concluded that people have "little ability to use frame
slant information in slanted picture perception. " This is
disturbing, since the subtractivity of perceived frame slant
from perceived object slant clearly implies the ability to
compare the two. The faces in Busey et al., though, may
not have been adequate stimuli for testing this ability to
compare. The general ability of observers to tell whether
a rectangular frame is slanted left or right is beyond ques
tion. However, that is not true of the faces; Busey et al.

concluded that the face distortions were either subthresh
old or "within the bounds of acceptability. " A look at
the faces in their Figures 2 and 5 suggests that this makes
sense. The distortions from side to side are very subtle
in comparisonwith the large amount of horizontal compres
sion that is equally evident on either side. And anyway,
faces in nature are not so regular that these small distor
tions in projection might easily be interpreted as evidence
for orientation. (The problem is similar to that of the
pitched diamond in Experiment 1, which was multistable
when unframed and for which a reverse-slant frame prob
ably would have yielded opposite rotations, though this
was not tried.) The belief here, then, is that Busey et al.
failed to find an ability to compare because their subjects
could not readily orient the faces, not because they were
unable to use framing information in the comparison.

Some researchers (Kubovy, 1986; Perkins, 1973; Pi
renne, 1970) have said that observers do not notice the
pictorial distortion afforded to a casual viewpoint because
they are able to compensate for it. Knowing where the
picture surface is, they make a mental allowance for the
distortions that would be appropriate at their viewpoint
of the moment. These compensation theories have been
criticized severely on two counts: (1) their stated or im
plied reliance on an extra, picture-specific perceptual pro
cess of compensation and (2) evident failures of such
compensation, most notably object rotation (Busey et al.,
1990; Cutting, 1987, 1988; Halloran, 1989). The subtrac
tive effect of frame rotation on object rotation is, in a
sense, a compensation, though a limited one that does not
contradict differential rotation. There is a rectifying prin
ciple, the comparison of object with frame, but not nec
essarily a separate rectification process. The frame, or
picture surface, simply becomes the coordinate reference
for orienting parts of the depiction, whenever the task sug
gests that this surface, rather than a frontal plane or the
line of sight, be the orthogonal referent. Overall, rather
than any purposeful compensation's taking place, the
present work supports the general sense ofGogel's (1990)
expectations that a "phenomenal geometry" involving
depth relations would determine appearance in pictures
as elsewhere, and that the perceptual processes are in
different to the source (2-D or 3-D) of that geometry
with the caveat given here, however, that the multideter
minate nature of perspective cues (Halloran, 1989) may
require of people looking at pictures that they resolve con
flicts of kinds not occurring in 3-D scenes.

Some successful trompe-l'oeil paintings (Gombrich,
1978; Pirenne, 1970) have scenes, and objects within
scenes, of relatively little virtual depth. Such pictures will
have minimal net object-to-frame rotation. It is unclear
how this would make them "lifelike," as such pictures
are said to be, especially since their objects still have
a telltale constancy of aspect over viewing positions. It
may be, however, as both Gombrich and Pirenne have
observed in different ways, that we only or mostly notice
constant aspect when we also notice that things follow us-



that is, rotate-which they may do minimally in trompe
l'oeil. (For some trompe-l' oeil paintings, a relatively fixed
viewpoint is contrived; see Pirenne, 1970.)

As may be inferred from the case of trompe-l'oeil, the
fact of constant aspect does not explain why rotation is
differential, since, presumably, aspect is equally constant
for all depictions. However, it may not be quite as con
stant as supposed. The fragmentations of perspective in
dications of orientation, which occur in nonstandard ar
rays (Halloran, 1989), are clearly related to aspect, even
though orientation and aspect are not the same thing: A
perspective cue that specifies an orientation must also im
ply and specify a particular aspect-but it will not neces
sarily show that aspect, since the aspect may involve a
face that is not included in the cue: the end of a box, for
example, which might not be visible even though the per
spective of its side is such that it should be. If aspect is
not (analytically) constant, aspect may explain differen
tial rotations (depth may even be discerned as aspect, or
vice versa). At the same time, what constancy there is
may explain depthless-object rotations, since constancy
itself cannot depend on depth. Aspect could thus be a sin
gle, all-encompassing rotational factor. But much empir
ical and analytical work would be needed, to find out.

Strictly speaking, constant aspect is not a property of
frames (except depicted ones), and they rotate also. Frame
rotation would seem to be an instance of the phenomenal
regression of slant toward a frontal plane that Thouless
(1931) found for slanted plane forms and that is "a com
mon but not inevitable occurrence" (Perkins, 1982) in
experimental studies of slant.

It may be possible to account for phenomenal regres
sion, and frame rotation, in terms of regular distortions
in the perception of visual angles. Higashiyama (1992)
has developed formulae for estimating the perceived size
of visual angles when their actual size is known, based
on findings that the angles tend to be seen as larger than
they are, and that this is more true of vertical than of hor
izontal angles, and of smaller angles than of larger ones.
This means that picture frames, for example, should ap
pear at less of a slant from us than they really have, which
is the way they do appear. The effect of visual-angle dis
tortion on perspective geometry is complex, but regular
dimensional enlargement is evidently the most important
factor, enhanced by the fact that the farther vertical edge
of a picture, being smaller, will be more enlarged per
ceptually than will be the nearer edge. The enlargement
has the effect of moving the implicit vanishing point (the
point at which parallels would appear to meet on the
horizon) of the top and bottom edges of the frame (as seen
from aside in projection) farther to the observer's side,
and the greater enlargement of smaller angles increases
the effect. The position of the vanishing point of parallels
specifies the angle from the observer at which the parallels
recede into depth. The farther leftward or rightward this
point is, the more nearly frontal is the picture frame.

Interpolating from the left-hand plots in Figure 8 of
Higashiyama (1992), the perceived visual angles of the
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inner border of the picture in the present Experiment 3
were estimated. The real visual angles were, for the near
(vertical) edge, 11.3°; for the far edge, 8.9°; forthehor
izontal distance between them, 7.9°. From the plots, the
predictions for the perceived visual angles would be,
roughly, 22.8°,18.7°, and 14.8°, respectively. If it is
assumed that viewing distance to the picture is correctly
perceived, this enlarged size specifies a vanishing point,
in virtual space, that is 52 ° to the left of the line of sight,
versus 30° at the veridical frame size. This shallower con
vergence (more leftward) in turn specifies a picture that
is slanted only 38° from a frontal plane, instead of the
actual 60° slant. The 2r rotation predicted by this cal
culation is substantially more than the frame rotation
(13.5°) actually observed in Experiment 3, but approxi
mately agrees with the frame rotations found in Experi
ments 2 and 4, for which the perspective-geometry values,
and the prediction from the data of Higashiyama, would
be similar.

It is not obvious, however, how or whether visual-angle
distortion could account for differentials in object rota
tion. The projective geometry is just too complex, and
the virtual space of a nonstandard view is actually mul
tideterminate in certain respects that might be important
to the needed analyses (Halloran, 1989). It seems clear,
though, that not every individual distortion would sup
port differential rotation. For example, a misorientation
of the front edge of the side-viewed square figure in
Experiments 1 and 2 (i.e., of its angle with the horizon),
which is predictable from Higashiyama (1992), would spec
ify exactly the same rotation for a horizontal as for an
inclined square (assuming that the square continued to be
perceived as having that edge horizontal); their
front edges are identical in every respect of depiction
and projection.

On the other hand, visual-angle enlargements (Higashi
yama, 1992) might be the reason the arrows rotated more
than the frame in Experiment 4; the arrows were smaller
than the frame, and their rotation-inducing perspective dis
tortions would have been correspondingly larger. Phe
nomenal enlargement meets the criteria suggested for a
depth-free rotational factor, in Experiment 5: It is effec
tive regardless of whether the object has virtual depth,
it does not imply any relation of object with frame, and
it is not, at least not obviously, implicated in producing
rotational differentials.

Deregowski and Parker (1992) found that subjects mis
judge the orientation of oblique contours that are presented
to them in 2-D. They report this as evidence that such
lines are immediately seen as being in 3-D. Whether this
is so, distortions of visual angles (Higashiyama, 1992)
might also cause these kinds of misjudgments. It is likely
that the misorientations of oblique contours (Deregowski
& Parker, 1992), the frame rotations found here, and visual
angle distortions (Higashiyama) are related phenomena.

It has been a dilemma in picture perception that devices
for gaining precision by restricting exactly what is seen,
such as monoculars, chinrests, and depictions extending
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beyond the field of view, also are known to produce an
array-determined appraisal of the scene, supposedly be
cause they reduce awarenessof the picture surface (Pirenne,
1970). Since the array has now been shown to determine
orientations, at least, in all picture perception, ordinary
or reduced, there can be less basis for avoiding restricted
viewing techniques. Moreover, while the interrelations
of constant aspect, virtual depth, scene stability, and dif
ferential rotation remain to be understood, they now seem
unlikely to involve picture-surface awareness.

There seems little doubt that the frame is an effective
cue to picture-surface orientation. It has proved to be a
sufficient cue, even when surface texture, sheen, sha
dowing, and/or shade, to the extent that they were pre
sent, would have indicated wrongly (Halloran, 1989; and
herein). Whether it remains the strongest cue, or even a
useful one, under all conditions of frame shape and other
surface gradients is unknown.
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